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Dr. Andrew J. Kemmerer 
Regional Director 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
9450 Koger Boulevard 
St. Petersburg, Florida 33702 

Dear Andy: 

In preparation for considering preseason adjustments for catches in the coastal migratory pelagics fishery, 
the Gulf and South Atlantic Councils convened their joint Stock Assessment Panel, their Scientific and 
Statistical Committees, and Advisory Panels (reports attached). The Councils, meeting separately, 
recommend the following catch limits and adjustments to be implemented under the framework procedure 
for the 1992-1993 fishing season. 

1. For Atlantic group king mackerel the South Atlantic Council recommends a Total Allowable Catch (TAC) 
of 10.5 million pounds. This is the same TAC as set for the 1991-1992 season and is within the bounds 
of ABC (8.6 million pounds-12.0 million pounds with the most likely point of ABC at 1 o.omillion pounds) 
recommended by the Stock Assessment Panel. Utilizing the formula prescribed for allocation in the 
FMP, the allocations would be: 

• Atlantic Group Mackerel TAC = 10.5 million pounds 
• Commercial Allocation (37.1 percent) = 3.90 million pounds 
• Recreational Allocation (62.9 percent) = 6.6 million pounds / 7.91 pounds = 834K fish 
• Bag Limit for Southern area (Florida) = Florida bag limit not to exceed 5 fish per person per day 
• Bag Limit for Northern area (Georgia - New York) = 5 fish per person per day 

2. For the Gulf group king mackerel the Gulf Council recommends a TAC of 7.8 million pounds and a 
range of ABC of 4.0 to 10. 7 million pounds. 

The Stock Assessment Panel In its report had recommended a most likely estimate of ABC to be 4.5 
million pounds in a range of 3.6 to 6.1 million pounds. At the upper level of 6.1 million pounds there 
would be a 50 percent chance of exceeding the fishing mortality rate target In the 1992-1993 fishing 
year specified by the Councils for stock recovery. 

The Council requested results of another procedure used by the panel in previous years to calculate 
ABC and to characterize the risk of exceeding the Council's target fishing mortality rate. This method 
was considered and rejected this year by the panel, and the results were not included in their report; 
however, upon request of the Council, the estimates were supplied to the Council. The estimates using 
that method gave a most likely value of ABC as 5.1 million pounds with a 16 percent chance that a TAC 
of 4.0 million pounds would exceedthe Council's fishing mortality rate target and an 84 percent chance 
that a TAC of 1 o.7 million pounds would exceed the target. 

On advice of the General Counsel, it was determined that the Council has the responsibility to ' 
determine the risk factor associated with determining the range of ABC. 

A council authorized by the Magnuson Fishery Conservation & Management Act 
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Noting that the panel's report points out that from 5 to 25 percent of the winter fish taken from the 
mixing zone In Southeast Florida may actually be Gulf group fish while the entire catch is counted 
as that group, the CouncU opted to use the alternative procedure and for a TAC of 7.8 million pounds 
which represents a risk level of more than 50 but less than 84 percent that they wUI exceed their target. 
The Council also opted to define the upper end of the range of ABC (10.7 million pounds) as the point 
where there would be an 84 percent chance of exceeding their fishing mortality rate target, the level 
that was used by the panel to define the upper end of the ABC range in the last three prior years. The 
TAC also falls below the 84 percent risk level of the procedure utilized by the panel in its report. Using 
the formula prescribed for allocation in the FMP, the allocations would be: 

• Gulf Group King Mackerel TAC = 7.8 million pounds 
• Commercial Allocation (32 percent) = 2.5 million pounds 

Eastern Zone (69 percent) = 1. 73 million pounds 
Western Zone (31 percent)= o.n million pounds 

• Recreational Allocation (68 percent) = 5.3 million pounds/ 7.42 pounds = 715K fish 
• Bag Limit = 2 fish per person per day 

3. For Atlantic group Spanish mackerel the South Atlantic Council recommends a TAC for 1992-1993 of 
7.0 million pounds which is unchanged from the 1991-1992 fishing year. The most likely number for 
ABC Is 6.0 to 7.0 million pounds in a range of 4.9 to 7.9 million pounds with a 50 percent chance of 
exceeding the upper level recommended by the panel. The FMP formula for allocation would yield: 

• Atlantic Group Spanish Mackerel TAC = 7.0 million pounds 
• Commercial Allocation (50 percent) = 3.5 milllon pounds 
• Recreational Allocation (50 percent) = 3.5 milllon pounds / 1.38 pounds = 2.536 million fish 
• Bag Limit for Northern area (Georgia - New York) = 10 fish per person per day 
• Bag Limit for Southern area (Florida) = Florida bag limit not to exceed 1 ofish per person per day 

4. For Gulf group Spanish mackerel the Gulf Council recommends a 1992-1993 TAC of 8.6 million pounds, 
unchanged from the 1991-1992 TAC. The most likely point of ABC is 8.0 million pounds. The upper 
range of ABC with a 50 percent chance of exceeding it is 9.8 million pounds. The FMP allocation 
formula yields: 

• Gulf group Spanish MackerelTAC = 8.6 million pounds 
• Commercial Allocation (57 percent) = 4.9 million pounds 
• Recreational Allocation (43 percent) = 3. 7 million pounds / 1.13 pounds = 3.274 million fish 
• Bag Limit = State limit not to exceed 1 ofish per person per day 

5. The Gulf Council also recommend adjustment of the MSY for cobla from 1.0 million pounds to 2.2 
million pounds as recommended by the Stock Assessment Panel. The current MSY is a crude estimate 
based only on commercial landings. The combined U.S. recreational and commercial landings have 
remained stabile for greater than a generation period at about 2.2 million pounds. The South Atlantic 
Council took no formal action. 
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The Councils respectfully request Implementation of these recommendations as seasonal framework 
adjustments. 

Sincerely, 

if~ 
H. Gilmer Nix 1/(,R_ 
Chairman, Gulf Council 

~ 
Susan Shipman -:JI(;f. 
Chairman, South Atlantic Council 

Enclosures: 1992 Report of the Stock Assessment Panel 
Effects of Some Alternative Bag Limits 
Report of the Socioeconomic Panel 
Summary of the Gulf SSC Recommendations 
Summary of the South Atlantic SSC Recommendations 
Summary of the Gulf AP Recommendations 
Summary of the South Atlantic AP Recommendations 
Regulatory Impact Review 

cc: Gulf Council, with Regulatory Impact Review 
Bob Mahood, with Regulatory Impact Review 
Stock Assessment Panel, with Regulatory Impact Review 
Bill Lindall, with Regulatory Impact Review 
Staff, with Regulatory Impact Review 
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INTRODUCTION 

Executive Order 12291 "Federal Regulations" establishes guidelines for promulgating new regulations 
and reviewing existing regulations. Under these guidelines each agency, to the extent permitted by law, 
is expected to comply with the following requirements: (1) administrative decisions shall be based on 
adequate information concerning the need for and consequences of proposed government action; (2) 
regulatory action shall not be undertaken unless the potential benefit to society for the regulation 
outweighs the potential costs to society; (3) regulatory objectives shall be chosen to maximize the net 
benefits to society; (4) among alternative approaches to any given regulatory objective, the alternative 
involving the least net cost to society shall be chosen; and (5) agencies shall set regulatory priorities with 
the aim of maximizing the aggregate net benefit to society, taking into account the condition of the 
particular industries affected by regulations, the condition of the national economy, and other regulatory 
actions contemplated for the future. 

In compliance with Executive Order 12291, the Department of Commerce (DOC) and the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) have determined that this proposed notice action for 
changes in the total allowable catch (TAC), allocations and bag limits for king and Spanish mackerel 
reflect important DOC/NOAA policy concerns and are the object of considerable public interest. In 
such a case, DOC/NOAA require the preparation of a Regulatory Impact Review (RIR). The RIR 
provides a comprehensive review of the level and incidence of impacts associated with the proposed or 
final regulatory actions. The analysis also provides a review of the problems and policy objectives 
prompting the regulatory proposals and· an evaluation of the major alternatives that could be used to 
solve problems. The purpose of the analysis is to ensure that the regulatory agency systematically and 
comprehensively considers all available alternatives so that the public welfare can be enhanced in the 
most efficient and cost effective way. 

COASTAL MIGRATORY PELAGICS PLAN 

The Fishery Management Plan for the Coastal Migratory Pelagic Resources of the Gulf of Mexico and 
the South Atlantic (FMP) was prepared jointly by the Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic Fishery 
Management Councils (Councils). The Assistant Administrator for Fisheries, NOAA (Assistant 
Administrator) approved the FMP on April 1, 1982, and the Secretary of Commerce (Secretary) 
implemented final regulations on February 4, 1983, under the authority of the Magnuson Fishery 
Conservation and Management Act, as amended (Magnuson Act). Amendment 1 to the FMP was 
prepared jointly by the Councils, approved on July 26, 1985 by the Regional Director, NMFS, and 
implemented September 22, 1985. Amendment 2 was submitted on April 1, 1987 and implemented in 
July, 1987. Amendment 3 was submitted on March 14, 1989 and approved measures were implemented 
on August 14, 1989; disapproved measures were resubmitted on January 15, 1990 and implement~ on 
April 13, 1990. Amendment 4 was submitted on May 22, 1989 and was implemented on October 
19,1989. Amendment 5 was submitted on March 19, 1990 and implemented August 20, 1990. 

The FMP manages king and Spanish mackerel off coastal states in the Atlantic south of the New 
York/Connecticut border and throughout the U.S. Gulf of Mexico. Cobia is managed off southeastern 
states from the Virginia/North Carolina border to the U.S./Mexico border. The remaining coastal 
migratory pelagic fishes (cero, dolphin, little tunny, and in the Gulf only, bluefish) are not currently 
managed. Within the mackerel stocks, Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic migratory groups are distinguished 
for both species. Amendments 1 and 2 provide for annual assessments and adjustment of acceptable 
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biological catch (ABC), total allowable catch (TAC), and bag limits for king and Spanish mackerels, 
both of which have within them one or more overfished migratory groups. 

PROBLEMS BEING ADDRESSED 

1. Gulf Kine Mackerel and·Gulf Spanish Mackerels Are Overfished 

The 1992 report of the mackerel Stock Assessment Panel states that until the risk of recruitment 
overfishing is no longer a concern, both Gulf groups of king and Spanish mackerel should be considered 
overfished. The criterion for any of the four mackerel groups (Gulf king and Spanish mackerel and 
Atlantic king and Spanish mackerel) to be considered overfished is when the estimated spawning 
potential ratio (SPR) is less than 30 percent relative to maximum SPR potential. Current SPR estimates 
for the Atlantic groups of king and Spanish mackerel are above the 30 percent criterion, and are 
therefore considered not overfished. In previous years, the Atlantic group of Spanish mackerel had been 
considered overfished. For the Gulf groups, the current SPR estimates are 19 percent and 29 percent 
for king and Spanish mackerel, respectively. Both Gulf stocks experienced a relatively substantial 
improvement in SPR levels over the period of the last year. Last year, the estimated SPRs for the Gulf 
stocks were 22 percent for Spanish mackerel and 12 percent for king mackerel. Although Gulf Spanish 
mackerel is very close to the target SPR, the Stock Assessment Panel still considered it overfished due 
to the perceived risk of recruitment overfishing. 

2. New Recruits into the Gulf Spanish andKine Mackerel Stocks Need Protection to Allow for an 
Increase in the Spawnin& Stock Biomass 

There is evidence of some increase in recruitment in most recent years. The latest (1990) estimates of 
recruitment of age 0 fish reflect the highest estimates since 1979 for both Gulf groups of king and 
Spanish mackerel. The Stock Assessment Panel felt there was potential for the increased recruitment to 
contribute to recovery of the spawning biomass as well as increased catch levels. However, 
conservative fishing mortality rates are still needed as there is considerable uncertainty in the strength 
of the newest year classes. Female Spanish mackerel may begin spawning at age 1, and age 2 females 
make a significant contribution to the spawning potential of the stock. Female king mackerel are 
sexually mature at age 4. 

OBJECTIVF-S 

1. To restore the spawning stock biomass of Gulf Spanish and king mackerel. 

2. To protect new recruits in the mackerel fishery so they can add to the spawning biomass -and 
thereby allow for larger catches in the future. 

DESCRIPfION OF THE COMMERCIAL AND RECREATIONAL 
KING AND SPANISH MACKEREL FISHERIES 

King and Spanish mackerel are important to both recreational and commercial fishermen in the Gulf of 
Mexico and South Atlantic waters. The following provides a brief description of the conditions in both 
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of these fisheries. A more complete description exists in the Coastal Migratory Pelagics Fishery 
Management Plan (FMP). Quotas, allocations, and catches are tabulated at the end of this document. 

Recreational anglers are estimated to have caught 4.15 (3.00)1 million pounds (MP) of Atlantic and 3.91 
(4.94) MP of Gulf king mackerel in the 1991/1992 fishing year (ending March 31 or June 30, 1992, 
depending on the stock). Anglers also took 1.37 (1. 78) MP of Atlantic and 2.0 (1.97) MP of Gulf 
Spanish mackerel. The majority of the recreationally caught king mackerel were taken by charter and 
private boat anglers with a small percentage being caught from man-made structures. Recreational 
catches of Spanish mackerel were more evenly distributed between charter boat, private boat, and 
man-made structures than were king mackerel catches. In the 1991/1992 fishing year, the recreational 
quota was reached for only the Gulf group of king mackerel which closed on January 13, 1992. This 
condition parallels the previous year's performance when only the Gulf king mackerel recreational quota 
was exceeded. The last three years' recreational catches present as a stark contrast to those of the 1988-
1989 season when all, but the Gulf Spanish mackerel, recreational quotas were exceeded and the fishery 
closed before the normal end of the fishing season. 

Commercial landings of Atlantic and U.S. Gulf king mackerel were 2.42 (2.34) and 1.84 (1.65) MP, 
respectively, for the 1991/1992 fishing season. Spanish mackerel commercial landings for the Atlantic 

· and U.S. Gulf groups were 4.02 (3.46) and 1.80 (2.00) MP, respectively. King mackerel were caught 
mostly with hooks and lines (about 80 percent) and gill nets (about 16 percent). The use of purse seines 
and drift nets has been prohibited for the overfished mackerel species, namely, Gulf king and Spanish 
mackerel and Atlantic Spanish mackerel. Since Atlantic Spanish mackerel is no longer considered 
overfished, the use of purse seine may be reconsidered in the future. However, in re-evaluating the 
use of purse seines in this fishery, the Council will need to determine if stock recovery is at such a level 
as to produce MSY and that traditional fishermen are not taking their allocation. The Atlantic group of 
king mackerel may be harvested with purse seine, but not with drift nets, although no purse seine 
catches were taken in the last three fishing years. Spanish mackerel were caught almost exclusively with 
gill nets and in the 1990/1991 fishing year over 72 percent of the commercial fishery occurred in 
Florida. In the 1991/1992 season, there were 3,069 mackerel permits issued of which 1,623 were for 
commercial harvest, 938 for charter boats, and 549 for both commercial and charter purposes. Most 
commercial permits were issued to hook and line vessels for all groups of mackerel (Raulerson, 1991). 
Similar to the 1990/1991 fishing year, the 1991/1992 commercial quotas for Gulf king and Atlantic 
Spanish mackerel were taken before the normal end of the fishing season. The commercial fishery for 
Gulf Spanish and Atlantic king mackerel remained open throughout the season. The commercial quota 
for the Gulf king mackerel was met in the Western Zone four months after the season opened (Oct. 29, 
1991). It took about six months after the season began before the commercial quota for the Eastern 
Zone was met (Jan. 31, 1992). Similar closures occurred the previous year for these species. In the 
1988/1989 fishing season, the commercial fishing season for Gulf king mackerel was about 2 months 
longer in the Eastern Zone but a few weeks shorter in the Western Zone. Commercial fishery for the 
Atlantic Spanish mackerel closed about eight months after the season began (Dec. 17, 1991), with large 
catches being made shortly after the Florida season began in December 1991. The fishing season for 
this segment of the fishery is about one month shorter than that of the previous year's. For the past 
three fishing years, the commercial quotas for Atlantic king and Gulf Spanish mackerel were not met, 
with these segments of the fishery remaining open throughout the fishing year ( ending March 31 for 
Atlantic king and June 30 for Gulf Spanish mackerel). Reports had it then that fishermen in the Florida 

1Number in parenthesis is the corresponding catch for the immediately preceding fishing year. 
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Keys prosecuting Gulf Spanish mackerel refused to continue fishing sometime during the second half 
of the 1989/1990 fishing season because of low dockside prices for this stock group. However, some 
limited fishing resumed until the season ended when price agreements between harvesters and fish 
houses were concluded. No incidence of that nature has been reported for the 1990/1991 fishing season. 
Reports have it, though, that for the 1990/1991 season, fish were not schooled and moved to deeper 
waters, and thus made it difficult to catch them in large amounts. As of May 11, 1992, the commercial 
sector filled only about 71 percent of its 1991/1992 quota allocation. None of the past reasons for not 
filling the commercial quota has been reported for the 1991/1992 fishing season. It may be noted that 
in the 1988/1989 fishing season, the Gulf Spanish mackerel commercial fishery closed about three 
months before the normal end of the season (April 7, 1989). 

METHOOOWGY AND FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS 

The alternatives considered are described below. For this Notice Action the choice of TAC cannot 
exceed the upper ranges of ABC as estimated by the Stock Assessment Panel. There would be no 
relevance in comparing these alternatives to a hypothetical unregulated fishery since "no regulation" is 
not an option under Notice Action. 

Ideally, the expected present values of net yield streams over time associated with the different 
alternatives would be compared in evaluating impacts. Net yield streams in the present context mean 
producer and consumer surpluses in both the commercial and recreational sectors of the mackerel 
fishery. Unfortunately, estimates of the yield streams and their associated probabilities are not available. 
The approach taken in analyzing alternative TACs and allocations is to describe and/or quantify the 
changes in short-term benefits in terms of changes in ex-vessel values for the commercial sector with 
qualitative discussions on changes in fishing costs, changes in consumer surplus to the recreational 
anglers, and changes in profits to the charter boats (Raulerson, 1991). The baseline scenario consists 
of the respective commercial and recreational quotas/bag limits for the 1991/1992 fishing season. The 
most likely ABC value estimated by the Stock Assessment Panel was the focal point in Council 
deliberations leading to the setting of TAC for the 1992/1993 fishing season. On this account, the most 
likely value, if not the TAC chosen, is regarded as the rejected alternative. Although the 1991/1992 
TA Cs are also viable alternatives, they are taken as basis for determining the impacts of the chosen 
TA Cs, and are thus implicitly incorporated in the analysis of impacts. Although the data to compare 
long term effects of various possible TAC levels within ABC are not available, the expected direction 
and possible magnitude of economic impacts are discussed. Effects of closures related to allocations 
are evaluated where appropriate. 

IMPACTS OF PROPOSED AND ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS 

Gulf Group Kins Mackerel 

There are some differences in this year's estimation of ABC ranges relative to that of the previous years. 
In the 1990 and 1991 stock assessments, the Stock Assessment Panel (Panel) employed a "Delta" method 
procedure to estimate the most likely ABC. The ABC range was established by bounding the most 
likely estimate by the 16th and 84th percentiles of a lognormal distribution. In the 1991 assessment, 
an alternative method, a Monte Carlo simulation, was also conducted to estimate the most likely ABC 
for the king mackerel stocks. Upon examination of results, the Panel observed that the range of ABC's 
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for the Gulf and Atlantic king mackerels were close to the lognormal approximation, and so decided to 
continue using the Delta method in determining the most likely ABC estimate with the 16th and 84th 
percentile bounds. For the current year, the Panel experimented with both methods to estimate the most 
likely ABC's. The Panel concluded that the Monte Carlo method allowed for better characterization 
of the uncertainty in recent levels of recruitment, and decided to use estimates generated through this 
technique. _ However, the Panel also felt that continued use of the lognormal model was still an 
appropriate approximation, if Monte Carlo experiments have not been done and/or recent recruitment 
levels are not indexed. The Panel also discussed at length the probability levels that would be most 
appropriate to characterize the range of ABC. In establishing ABC ranges, by defining upper and lower 
bounds about the most likely estimate, the Panel maintained the 16 percent "probability level" for the 
lower bound but adopted a 50 percent "probability level" for the upper bound. In effect, the Panel has 
chosen a lower risk factor in determining the upper limit of the ABC range for this year's stock 
assessment. 

The Panel concluded that the U.S. Gulf resource appeared to have continued to respond toward 
recovery. In its report, the Panel recommended an ABC range of 3.6 MP - 6.1 MP, with the most 
likely estimate of 4.5 MP. These estimates were generated using the Monte Carlo method with 16 
percent and 50 percent probability levels for defining the lower and upper limits, respectively. The 
Panel also estimated an ABC range of 4.0 MP - 10.7 MP, with the most likely estimate of 5.1 MP, 
using the Delta method. The lower and upper limits of this ABC range correspond, respectively, to the 
16th and 84th percentile of the lognormal distribution. In the process of selecting a TAC for the 
1992/1993 season, the General Counsel advised the Council that it has the responsibility of deciding on 
the risk factors in determining the ABC range. Cognizant of the attendant risk factor, the Council opted 
to use the latter ABC range estimated by the Panel. The Council chose a TAC within such range. 
Allocations between user groups remain at 32 percent commercial and 68 percent recreational. The 
commercial allocation is sub-divided into 69 percent eastern zone and 31 percent western zone. 

1. Preferred Alternative: Set TAC at 7.8 MP. 

Commercial allocation 2.50 MP 
Eastern Zone 1.73 MP 
Western Zone 0.77 MP 

Recreational allocation 3.91 MP = 0.574 M fish 
Bag limit= 2 fish person per day (reverts to zero in EEZ when allocation 

is filled). 

The TAC for Gulf king mackerel has been gradually increased over the last six years, and yet the 
fishery closed before the normal end of the fishing year. In all those years, the TAC has been exce.eded 
partly because of open fishery in some Gulf states when fishing in the EEZ was closed. For the 
1986/1987 through 1990/1991 fishing years, total catch amounted to an average of 143 percent of TAC. 
Preliminary data for the 1991/1992 season showed that a little over 100 percent of the TAC was taken. 
In four of the last six years, total catches also exceeded the upper limit of the estimated ABC ranges. 
It appears though that in the immediate past year, the upper limit of the ABC range was not exceeded. 
The fish stock, nonetheless, has shown signs of recovery with SPR increasing over the past few years 
as noted in the report of the Stock Assessment Panel. For example, the current SPR estimate is 19 
percent, which is a 58 percent increase from the past year's SPR level of about 12 percent. 
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The proposed TAC falls within the Council's recommended ABC but reflects higher risk than the upper 
limit of ABC recommended by the Panel that the true ABC will be exceeded. The Council, however, 
has almost consistently chosen a TAC (higher than the estimated most likely ABC) reflecting a risk 
factor greater than 50 percent but less than 84 percent of exceeding the Council's target fishing 
mortality. The proposed TAC may be deemed to reflect a higher probability of retarding the recovery 
of the stock. Analysis of potential net benefit trade-off over time is essential in this respect, but the 
information· to conduct such analysis is not available. Thus, the following determination of impacts 
consider only the short-term consequences of the proposed TAC and associated commercial/recreational 
allocation. 

The proposed TAC is 2.05 MP above the preceding year's TAC, and thus would enable the different 
user groups to experience higher benefits. The distribution of benefits is not expected to be substantially 
altered, since the percentage allocation among user groups remain the same. However, if Amendment 
6 to the Coastal Pelagics FMP is approved, with a possible implementation date of November 1992, the 
distributional impacts between commercial and recreational sectors will substantially change. With 
Amendment 6, the recreational bag limit will not revert to zero when the quota is filled. The 
distributional impacts within the recreational sector is expected to be only slightly altered by the 
elimination of the differential bag limits for charter boats. The current bag limit for charter boats is 2 
fish per person per day when including captain and crew or 3 fish per person per day when excluding 
captain and crew, except Florida charter boats which are subject to the daily bag limit of 2 fish per 
person. 

· The commercial fishery has experienced early closures in the last seven years. Over this period the 
fishing season closed 4 to 5 months in the Western Zone and 5 to 6 months in the Eastern Zone after 
the start of the fishing year despite a yearly increase in quota. Last year's commercial quota was filled 
and the fishery closed September 29, 1991 and January 30, 1992 in the Western and Eastern Zone, 
respectively. The proposed TAC means an increase in commercial quota of 0.66 MP, or 36 percent, 
from last year's quota. This increase is not expected to substantially lengthen the season. Ex-vessel 
demand for king mackerel has been estimated to be price inflexible; that is, price decreases less than 
proportional to increases in harvest (Prochaska, 1978). Relative to the baseline, the proposed TAC and 
associated commercial quota would generate an additional $0. 7 million of ex-vessel revenues to the 
commercial sector. Fishing costs are not expected to materially increase. It is also expected that new 
entrants or re-entrants into the commercial fishery will not be a major concern. Profitability of those 
currently in the fishery may then slightly increase as a result of the increased quota. The impacts on 
processors and consumers cannot be quantified, but are expected to be positive due a decrease in price 
as harvest increases. 

The fact that the recreational quota was fully taken is a strong indication of a high recreational demand 
for king mackerel. Milon (1991) related the importance of king mackerel as a keeper in determining 
the recreational demand for the species, an additional fish caught translates to an increase in recreational 
benefits. Caught and released fish also improves the fishing experience of anglers (Milon, 1991). The 
proposed TAC means an increase in recreational allocation of 1.39 MP ( = 0.19 M fish), or 36 percent, 
from last year's quota. Despite this relatively large increase in quota, the recreational fishery is 
expected to experience some closure. A bag limit analysis done on Gulf king mackerel showed that with 
a 2 fish bag limit tlie recreational catch would amount to about 5.34 MP assuming no increase in 
recreational effort (Powers and Parrack, 1992). Raulerson (1992) indicated that the direction of change 
of major factors affecting effort points to an increase in fishing effort for the Gulf king mackerel fishery. 
The entire increase in recreational allocation may then be considered as an effective increase in 
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recreational catch. Since the bag limit is maintained at 2 fish per person per day, the increase in benefit 
to the recreational anglers will arise from more successful fishing trips. Additional benefits, in terms 
of consumer surplus, amounting to $1.35 million would be realized by the recreational anglers. The 
increase in recreational quota, even if the bag limits remain the same, would also increase the number 
of trips taken by anglers through charter boats. These increased trips would generate additional profits 
to the charter boats amounting to $0.12 million. 

2. Reiected Alternative: Set TAC at 6.1 MP 

This TAC reflects a 50 percent risk level that the true ABC is below this level as estimated by the Panel 
using the Monte Carlo technique. Relative to the proposed TAC, this alternative promotes lesser 
probability that the stock recovery will be impeded. In terms of short-run impacts, this alternative 
differs from the preferred one only in terms of magnitudes of effects. Percent allocation among user 
groups and recreational bag limits are identical to those of the preferred option. At this TAC level, 
allocation would be: 

Commercial allocation 1.95 MP 
Eastern Zone 1.35 MP 
Western Zone 0.60 MP 

Recreational allocation 4.15 MP = 0.559 M fish 
Bag limit= 2 fish person per day (reverts to zero in EEZ when allocation 

is filled) 

This TAC is 1.70 MP, or 22 percent, lower than the proposed TAC. However, it is 0.35 MP, or 6 
percent, higher than last year's TAC. As with the proposed TAC, this quota is expected to be fully 
taken in the current fishing season. Commercial closure and bag reversion to zero would be earlier in 
the season relative to the proposed TAC. The distributional impacts of this TAC would not substantially 
differ from those of the proposed alternative. Relative to last season's TAC, this option would generate 
additional $0.114 million of ex-vessel revenues to the commercial sector, $0.17 million of consumer 
surplus to the recreational anglers, and $0.02 million of profits to the c~arter boat industry. 

Under current FMP provisions, the recreational bag limit reverts to zero in the EEZ when the quota is 
filled. Once Amendment 6 passes and is implemented, bag limits would not revert to zero. The NMFS 
Regional Director (RD), however, has the option to change the Council's proposed bag limit if it is 
determined that the quota will be exceeded. A bag limit analysis (Powers and Parrack, 1992) showed 
that a TAC of 6.1 MP will be exceeded by a bag limit of 2 fish per person per day. Given that 
condition, the bag limit will drop to at most 1 fish per person per day in order that the quota will not 
be exceeded. Under this scenario, the recreational sector will be adversely impacted even more than 
as outlined above. 

Atlantic GroupKina Mackerel 

The stock assessment report states that there appears to be an adequate spawning biomass present for 
the Atlantic king mackerel. There appears to be significant amounts of recruitment coming into the 
fishery, but again high fishing mortality rates could reduce the size of these year classes. This stock 
is not currently considered to be overfished because the fishing mortality rate does not presently appear 
to be exceeding F , 30 and the spawning stock biomass does not appear to be low enough to affect 
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recruitment. Employing the Monte Carlo technique to characterize uncertainty, the Stock Assessment 
Panel estimated a most likely ABC of 10.0 MP over the range of 8.6 MP to 12.0 MP. The Panel 
allowed for a 50 percent chance of the ABC being less than 12. 0 MP and a 16 percent chance of it being 
less than 8.6 MP. The fixed allocation ratio remains at 62.9 percent recreational and 37.1 percent 
commercial. 

1. Preferred Alternative: Set TAC at 10.5 MP. 

Commercial allocation 3.90 MP 
Recreational :allocation 6.60 MP = 0.834 M fish 
Bag Limit= 5 fish per person per day throughout the range, except in 

Florida which should conform to that state's bag limit but not 
to exceed 5 fish per person per day 

This TAC is within the ABC range and slightly above the most likely value that allows a fishing 
mortality rate that is consistent with maintaining the stock at a healthy level. This TAC is the same as 
the previous year's. Also, the allocation by user groups remains the same. Relative to status quo (i.e., 
1991/1992 TAC), this choice of TAC is therefore not expected to have any positive or negative impacts 
on fishery participants. 

Except for the 1988/1989 fishing season, neither the commercial nor the recreational allocation has been 
filled, and for the last three consecutive fishing years no closure of either sector ever occurred. In the 
1988/1989 fishing season, the total catch from both sectors amounted to about 7.5 MP, and this amount 
has never been exceeded in more recent years. The inclusion of the Mid-Atlantic Council's area of 
jurisdiction for mackerel management has not materially affected the both commercial and recreational 
catches vis-a-vis their respective allocation. In addition, last year's increase in bag limit to 5 fish per 
person per day did not result in the recreational sector filling its quota. The potential re-allocation 
(mentioned in the previous RIR) that could occur if there was a commercial quota under-run and 
recreational quota over-run as a result of the increase in bag limits did not materialize. For the current 
year, the choice of TAC and corresponding allocations are expected to have minimal impacts on both 
the commercial and recreational sectors. 

2. Rejected Alternative: Set TAC at 10.0 MP, the most likely estimate of ABC 

The only difference between this alternative and the preferred one is the magnitude of TAC. Percentage 
allocation among user groups and recreational bag limits are identical to those of the preferred option. 
At this TAC level, allocation would be: 

Commercial allocation 3.71 MP 
Recreational allocation 6.29 MP = 0. 795 M fish 
Bag Limit= 5 fish per person per day throughout the range, except in 

Florida which should conform to that state's bag limit but not 
to exceed 5 fish per person per day 

This alternative provides the highest likelihood of realizing a fishing mortality rate of F • 30 This quota 
is 0.5 MP, or 5 percent, less than the proposed and last year's TAC. Combined commercial and 
recreational catches totaled about 5.3 MP and 6.6 MP, respectively, in the 1990/1991 and 1991/1992 
fishing years. Very likely about the same catch level would be taken in the current year. Thus this 
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alternative choice of TAC is not expected to result in negative impacts on both commercial and 
recreational sectors. 

Gulf Group Spanish Mackerel 

The Stock Assessment Panel found evidence of some increase in recruitment and spawning stock 
biomass in the most recent years. The Panel felt there was potential for the increased recruitment to 
continue to contribute to recovery of the spawning biomass if the Councils protected new recruits. 
Employing the Monte Carlo technique to characterize uncertainty, the Stock Assessment Panel estimated 
a most likely ABC of 8.0 MP over the range of 5.1 MP to 9.8 MP. The Panel allowed for a 50 percent 
chance of the ABC being less than 9.8 MP and a 16 percent chance of it being less than 5.1 MP. The 
fixed allocation ratio remains at 43 percent recreational and 57 percent commercial. 

1. Preferred Alternative: Set TAC at 8.6-MP, the most likely estimate of ABC 

Commercial allocation 4.9 MP 
Recreational allocation 3.7 MP = 3.274 M fish 
Bag limit= State limit not to exceed 10 fish per person per day (reverts to 

zero in EEZ when allocation is filled) 

This TAC is within the ABC range and slightly above the most likely value that allows a fishing 
mortality rate that is consistent with maintaining the stock at a healthy level. This TAC is the same as 
the previous year's. Also, the percentage allocation by user groups remains the same. Relative to status 
quo (i.e., 1991/1992 TAC), this choice of TAC does not have any impact on fishery participants. 
Considering, however, that there is an increase in bag limits, some increase in benefits to the 
recreational sector will arise. Again, it may be noted that if Amendment 6 gets implemented, there will 
be no reversion to zero bag limit when the quota is filled. 

In the past three years, the commercial allocation has not been filled. In terms of actual landings, 
however, last year's commercial catch (3.5 MP) was the highest in three years. In fact, last year's 
landings were about 76 percent higher than those of the prior year. Low landings in the 1989/1990 and 
1991/1992 fishing years were partly attributed to depressed ex-vessel prices and widely dispersed fish. 
Preliminary data for calendar year 1991 showed ex-vessel prices averaged about 42 cents a pound which 
is about similar to those of the two prior years. Thus there appears to be no perceptible improvement 
in the ex-vessel market for Gulf Spanish mackerel. It may be noted, however, that only about 71 
percent of last year's commercial quota was filled. Unless a very unlikely situation occurs this year 
whereby the economics of the fishery significantly improves, the commercial allocation is unlikely to 
be filled. 

-
Only about 55 percent of the recreational allocation was filled last year although actual catches were the 
highest in the last three years. Last year's recreational catch (2.018 MP) was about 18 percent more 
than that of the prior year. The proposed increase in bag limit will affect only anglers in Texas and 
Florida since the bag limits off of other states are already 10 fish per person per day. There will be a 
projected increase in benefits to both anglers and the for-hire sector in Texas and Florida once these 
states raise their respective bag limits. It cannot be determined whether the recreational allocation will 
be actually filled by such an increase in bag limits. However, since Florida has historically registered 
the most recreational catches of Gulf Spanish mackerel, it is likely that there will occur a substantial 
increase in recreational catch provided Florida raises its bag limit. It appears though that no closure 
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will occur in the current fishing year, since for such closure to occur, the combined Texas and Florida 
catches should increase by about 1.68 MP relative to the past year's catch. Given such condition, the 
possible implementation of Amendment 6 by November 1992 is not expected to affect the bag limits as 
proposed here. 

2. Rejected Alternative: Set TAC at 8.0MP, the most likely estimate of ABC 

Commercial allocation 4.56 MP 
Recreadonal allocation 3.44 MP = 3.04 M fish 
Bag limit= State limit not to exceed 10 fish per person per day (reverts to 

zero in EEZ when allocation is filled) 

This TAC is within the ABC range and is the most likely value that allows a fishing mortality rate that 
is consistent with maintaining the stock at a healthy level. This TAC is 0.6 MP, or 7.5 percent, less 
than the proposed and last year's TAC. Although in principle this alternative would result in reduction 
in benefits, the commercial sector is unlikely to be affected due to historically low catches of this sector. 
There is only a very slight possibility that the recreational sector will be negatively affected by this 
alternative. The proposed increase in bag limits which will affect anglers and for-hire vessels in Texas 
and Florida is expected to result in substantial increase in recreational catch provided these states raise 
their respective bag limits. For this alternative TAC to negatively impact the recreational sector, catches 
should exceed 1.08 MP relative to last year's recreational catches. This possibility appears to be quite 
remote. Thus the effects of this alternative on the recreational sector may be expected to be almost 
similar to those of the proposed alternative. Although Amendment 6 will introduce some possibly alter 
the impacts on the recreational fishery as just described. However, it is still difficult to determine at 
this stage if the implementation of this amendment will affect the bag limits under this alternative. 

Atlantic Group Spanish Mackerel 

The report of the Stock Assessment Panel notes increases in spawning biomass which are expected to 
speed the stock toward recovery. The year class strengths of zero-year old in 1988 and 1989 appear 
to be larger for previous years of the data (except 1989), and these year classes are now entering the 
spawning biomass and fishery at this time. The ABC range for this group is estimated to be 4.9 MP 
to 7.9 MP with the most likely value estimated at 6.0 MP to 7.0 MP. The allocation formula adopted 
in 1989 under Amendment 4 called for greater share to the recreational sector for any TAC increase 
until a TAC of 6.6 MP is reached after which the recreational and commercial shares are equalized. 
The proposed TAC for this year, which is the same as that of last year, allows the equalization of the 
two shares; thus the proposed allocation is 50 percent commercial and 50 percent recreational. It may 
also be noted that for the current year this migratory group is no longer considered overfished. 

1. Pref erred Alternative: Set TAC at 7 .0 M, the most likely estimate of ABC 

Commercial allocation 3.5 MP 
Recreational allocation 3.5 MP = 2.536 M fish 
Bag Limit= 10 fish per person per day throughout the range, except in 

Florida which should conform to that state's bag limit but not 
to exceed 10 fish per person per day 
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The preferred TAC is the most likely ABC, and therefore allows fishing mortality to be at a rate 
consistent with maintaining the stock at a healthy level. Relative to status quo (i.e., 1991/1992 TAC), 
this alternative does not have any impact on fishery participants. 

For the last five fishing seasons, the commercial fish_ery closed about 9 to 10 months after it opened. 
The 1991/1992 commercial allocation was filled and the fishery closed on December 17, 1991. In the 
previous fishing year, the commercial fishery closed on January 26, 1991. During the 1989/1990 
fishing year over 80 percent of the commercial fishery occurred in Florida and 72 percent of the 
landings were taken there within one month of the appearance of the fish. Florida's share of the 
1990/1991 commercial harvest, however, decreased to 60 percent (down 0.68 MP) due to inclusion of 
Mid-Atlantic catches (0.551 MP, mainly in Virginia: 0.49 MP) in the quota monitoring program, and 
also to a 0.25 MP increase in the North Carolina catch. The proposed commercial quota is the same 
as that of the previous year. Noting quota overruns in this fishery for the last three years, the proposed 
commercial allocation will be likely filled. Thus, even if the stock is no longer considered overfished, 
the high likelihood that traditional hook and line fishermen can fill the quota obviates the possibility of 
the Councils re-evaluating the use of purse seines in the fishery. 

The recreational fishery did not fish out its allocation in the past four fishing seasons. In the 1989/1990 
fishing season, only about half of the quota was tilled. Part of the explanation comes from the fact that 
there was a large increase in recreational allocation for the 1989-1990 season. Another possible reason 
is the lagged reaction of anglers to quota overruns and controversial fishery closure in the previous year 
(1988/1990). This is partly borne out by the fact the total recreational catch in the 1989/1990 fishing 
season was only about 62 percent of that of the 1988/1989 season. Positive reaction of anglers to 
management actions picked up in the 1990/1991 fishing season when about 96 percent of recreational 
quota was taken. However, the 1990/1991 recreational quota was 0.9 MP less than its 1989/1990 level 
although actual catch was about 65 percent more than that of the previous year. In the 1991/1992 
fishing year the recreational allocation was a substantially increased and was about 88 percent more than 
that of the previous year. Recreational catch about leveled for this year, and was less than 50 percent 
of the recreational quota. If Florida raises its bag limits, there will be a strong possibility of a surge 
in recreational catch, and this could result in increased benefits to private anglers and for-hire sector. 
Despite however such possibility, it is still very unlikely that the recreational quota as currently 
proposed for the 1992/1993 fishing year will be filled. 

Maximum Sustainable Yield for Cobia 

Preliminary estimate from the Coastal Pelagic Management Plan set the Maximum Sustainable Yield 
(MSY) for cobia at 1 MP. Upon the recommendation of the Stock Assessment Panel, the Council 
recommends to change the cobia MSY to 2.2 MP. The original MSY estimate was based on hist9rical 
commercial landings and did not account for catches of the recreational sector, since data were not 
available at that time. The report of the Stock Assessment Panel notes that landings of cobia by both 
the commercial and recreational sector have stabilized at about 2.2 MP for greater than a generation 
period. Recreational catches are found to be more variable than commercial catches. The Panel 
concluded that the original MSY estimate might have been low since a stable catch above MSY is 
unlikely. Since catches are stable, no change from the current bag limit for cobia is recommended. 

This recommendation does not have immediate impact on either the recreational or commercial sectors 
of the fishery. The recognition by the scientific panel that MSY for cobia is at the recommended level 
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implies that the long-term benefits from the fishery will not be impaired by current and past levels of 
catch. 

Government Costsof Remilation 

Federal government costs of this action were associated with meetings, travel, calculation of ABC's, 
preparation of various documents and reviewing all documents. Other sources of additional costs 
include extraordinary research specifically done for the purpose of this particular action, additional 
statistics costs, and additional enforcement costs resulting from the action. In the latter cases, no 
additional costs are anticipated. 

Prepare and implement action $30,000 
Research None additional required 
Statistics None additional required 
Enforcement None additional required 

SUMMARY AND EXPECTED NET IMPACT OF PROPOSED ACTION 

The notice action being addressed constitutes changes in management for four distinctive groups of king 
and Spanish mackerel. These changes are considered as four independent actions, and there is no 
justification to attempt a net benefit statement for all four actions considered as a unit. Therefore, this 
summary proceeds on the basis of the four groups of mackerels being considered as distinct fisheries. 
The major emphasis of the summary is on the expected economic impact of the preferred alternatives. 
It may be noted that for each fishery the alternatives considered are generally the preferred alternative, 
mainly the most likely value of ABC, and implicitly the previous year's quotas. 

Gulf Group Kini: Mackerel 

The preferred alternative (set TAC at 7.8 MP with no change in bag limits) establishes a TAC higher 
than that of the previous season, and is expected to generate additional benefits of $0.7 million in ex
vessel revenues, $1.35 million in consumer surplus, and $0.12 million in charter boat profits. The 
impacts on the recreational sector may possibly change if Amendment 6 gets implemented. The 
distributional effects of the preferred alternative on various user groups would be similar to those of the 
previous year's TAC. The preferred alternative would also generate higher benefits than the rejected 
alternative, primarily because the former has a higher TAC. 

Atlantic Group Kin& Mackerel 

-
Relative to the status quo, the preferred alternative does not have any impact on fishery participants. 
Commercial and recreational quotas under the preferred alternative are unlikely to be filled. The 
rejected alternative in this case would mean negative impacts on fishery participants since TAC under 
this alternative is lower than that of last year. 
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Gulf Group Spanish Mackerel 

The recommended TAC is 8.6 MP, which is the same as that for last year, does not entail any impacts 
on fishery participants. In principle, the distributional impacts of this alternative will not be different 
from those of last year, mainly because the percentage allocation between the commercial and 
recreational sectors remain the same and also because the respective allocations are unlikely to be filled. 
However, it may be noted that the commercial sector has the capacity to fill the quota if and when 
market and environmental conditions are favorable. Although the recreational quota is also unlikely to 
be filled, a potential increase in recreational catch, and hence on recreational benefits, arises if Florida 
and Texas raise their respective bag limits. 

Atlantic Group Spanish Mackerel 

The preferred alternative sets TAC at 7.0 MP, which is the as that of last year and is also the most 
likely ABC estimate. With the expectation that the commercial quota will be filled, the possibility of 
purse seines being permitted in the fishery (due to the stock being now formally declared as not 
overfished, appears to be remote. The recreational quota is not expected to be fully taken. However, 
an increase in catch over that of last year is a strong possibility if Florida raises its bag limit. 

GovernmentCosts 

Government costs for preparing and implementing this action are estimated at $30,000. There are 
expected to be no additional costs from data collection, research or law enforcement from this action. 
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Ja�UHJ 90 

februrr 1,117 

111,JU m,m 151 
I m,m m 
• m,m 151 

1,117 m,m m 

lo,e�ller 22,ITI 
Dece�ber 111,IH 
Ja�uarrIt m,m 

Cloud 01/19/90 
febrmr 21,m 

122,m 
112,HI 
&1,519 

m 

m,m 171,131 
m.m m,m 
154,211 1,m,m 

21,m 1,m,m 

19 
H 

121 

m 

251,111 m,m II 
m,m 1,121,m 13 
m,m 1,m,m m 

31,HI 1,m,m m 
luc• I m,m m Im• 5,251 1H 1,117 1,m,m m &,117 1,121,m m 
April I m,m 15T .., I m,m m 

April 1,m 1,m 1,173,517 m 
laJ 2,m 2,m 1,111,m l2S 

1,117 1,830,911 U5
2,m 1,133,&71m 

J11e u u 111 151,511 m 
-----------------------.-..------------------------------------------------

J111 m m 1,m,m 125 
----...---..-----------------------------------------------------------

515 l,IH,m m 
-..--..-----------..-----..-----------------

Toh! 1,m 151,914 2,&H 
I Int loae 991 II " 

1,421 m,501 

°' 
Total m,m 

I la1t lo�e IH 
m,m 1,m,m 

m 
l,IH,231 

I Glihlde n m " DI SU I Gulf�lde m 2H m 
After clo11re catc•: 

Po11d1: • 141,m 214 141,111 
lfter clonre catc•: 

Poa�d1: n,m 1,m H,IH 
After clonre catc•: 

Po11d1: 111,m 

1919/91 IICIHTIOHL 2.191l(1tock11ae11111t(QIOTI dah) 
Ca�. IQ10h IOITI fLOIIDl Ca�. I Qaota Cu. I Q�oh 

IOITI Tl Ll IS/lL Toh! Toh! (2.191) leat l11t Total Total (2.191) 
----.... -- --.. --------------------------------------------------------·---------·---------.. -.. ------------·-- ---- ------ ---- .... .. -------------- --.... .... 

Total Toh! (2.191) 

Jal 19 111,m u,m 11,0U m,m 191,371 T J�l II 71,114 71,114 71,IH 2 
lq 121,m u,m 11,m 211,151 m,m 14 ... u,m Tl,Ht IU,541 5 
Se, 31,m lt,IU u,m t5,m 411,551 n Sep 314,HI JU,111 m,m II 

m,m 
m,221 
HUii 

m,m , 
m,m u 
HUH U 

Oct 31,m lt,IU 5s,m ,s,m m,m 20 Oct m,m m,m TH,511 2T 
· lo, 10,210 11,211 5H,U2 21 lo, m,m 112,HI 222,215 Hl,115 H 

m,m 
m,m 

1,m,m n 
1,m,111 55 

Dec lt,211 11,HI m,m 21 Dec llt,UI 111,m m,111 l,UT,115 C2 m,111 1,122,on n 
J11 91 ,.. I m,m 21 

I 114,392 21 
J11 H 
feb 

15,m 
11,251 

m,m 
112,211 

m,211 1,151,111 
m,m 1,m,m 

n 
51 

m,211 1,m,m 
121,m 2,m,m 

n 
n 

lar 2,m 221 2,m 5,311 111,TII 21 lar 215,151 111,ITI m,m l,IIUH 12 m,m 2,m,m u 
lpr .., t,m 

H,511 
221 2,412 

11,391 
T,111 116,TII 21 

35,HT 152,115 2S 
lpr .., m,m 

314,111 
2H,T21 2,111,m 
314,111 2,312,111 

II 
II 

211,m 2,m,m 
Hl,TH 2,9H,Tll 

11
113 

J11 31,52& m 11,391 n,m 195,ITT H J11 HUii 114,1112,IH,IH II ua,111 s,m,m 115 
Clo1ed 5/21/91 

---------------------------------------------------------
Clo11d5/21/91 

---- .. ------- --.. -------------------.. ---- --.. ---- .... -.... -- ----.. ------ --- -.... -.. .... -------·-- .. 
TohI m,m n,m 211,15& 615,tn Total 2,m,m m,m 2,111,IH 3,312,961 

I led 1011 m m " I lad 1011 m 211 
I G11f1ld1 m II " m I Gl!fdde m m m 

1919/90 COIIIIIDCOIIIICIILllD IICIUTIOHLme um 
nae fLOIIDI nae nae 

Tl LI IS/lL Tohl (4.2511 
--------------------------------------------------------------\-----------

l11t lad Total (USII Toh! (U51) 

COi TOT 1,412 151,914 4,105 &51,511 15 COi TOT m,m m,m 1,m,m 21 1,IH,231 u 
ncTOT m,m n,m m,m m,m 16 RICTOT 2,m,m m,212 2,m,m 12 3,312,9&I Tl 

GUITOT m,751 699,1&3 293,961 1,353,m 32 
l Neil Zone m 22l 

GUI TOT 
I laat 1011 

2,a&s,m 92t,m 3,m,m 
m 1/1:, 

89 5,147,197 121 

I r.,,I f11il'l,a 1n l Gulhlrle 56l ( 741 l!BC: 2.T- 5.8B) 



GOUGROUP1116 HCIIIIL 
1988/89PULJBIIUT COHIRCUL UD HCIIUIOUL UIDIIGS, SlfC/IHSS/fDIIJ.

lhole llel1bt 11 Pmda (IG88-89;05/2D/92:Hii1 

IISTIII ZOii IASTIII ZOii GOLflllDI 

1988/19 COHIICUL 1.098) (QUOTA 
Cu�. I Quoh 

BOITI Tl u BS lL Total Toh) (o.341) 
--------------------------------------------------------
Julr II 311 115,241 1,216 1,IH m,m IDl,&11 32 
b111t ,.mao,m m 917 &&,HI m,m 52 
Septe�ber m 20,m IOI 304 21,162 m,m 58 
October m t9,U6 1,m 914 s1,m m,m 13 
lo,e�ber m,m m m 1H,m 414,311119 
Dece�ber 51,m u.m m,111 m 

Closed 12/3/11 
J1111rr 19 m 9H m.m 1H 
februrr 111 Ill 451,IU m 
Barch D m,m m 
lpril I 451,IU m .., • m,m 131 
J��e 215 51 m m,m 1H 
------------------------------------------------·-------------------------

BOITI fLOlh& Cua. I of 
lest bit Toh! Toh) Q1oh 

(0.7511 
--------------------------------------------- --------- ------- ---------------- -- -------

Jalr 18 4.527 ,.m ,.m 1 
iu1u�t t.m 1,m 1,285 1 
Septe�ber 2,145 2,145 9,UI 1 
October 9,21D 9,291 11,421 2 
lo,e�ber 4,107 111,Hl 113,20 Ul,161 II 
Dece�ber m,m 316,919 m.m m.m 12D 

Clo11d 12/31/11 
J111arr 19 ,.m 5,121 u.m 911,711 122 
feh �HJ 2,m m 2,m 914,511 122 
larcb 6,116 IS9 ,.m su,m 123 
April 2,0II 2,111 m.m m .., m 3,199 4,151 921,119 124 
Jue 146 1H m.m 124 
---...----------------------------..-----------------------..--------...... 

I of 
Ca�. Qlota

Total Total (1.191 
--------------- ------------------------

m.m IU,215 II 
61,224 111,429 n 
24,187 215,U& 19 
61,171 m,m 24 
m.m 531,IH 49 
m,m 1,352,171 124 

15,m 1,m.m 121 
2,HI 1.m.m 121 
1,m 1.m,191 121 
2,111 1,379,114 m
l,UI 1,m,m m 

HI ),!H,941 m 
-----.. ---- ---------------------- -------

Total 
I lea\ Zo�e 

1,124 
11 

m,m 
97' 

1,112 
JS 

4,579 
II 

m,m Toh) 
I l11t lo�e 

502,Tll 4H,IH 
5fl HI 

121,m 1,314,HI 

I Gllblde " 321 GI " m I G11f�ld1 HI m m 
After Clome Catcb �are Cate• After Clo After Clome Cate• 

Po11d1: 0 1.m m ~1 1,m POI.. �: 21,121 1,514 H,HI Po11d1 u,m 

1911/19 IICIUTIOHL Ull) (QUOTA dlta)(ltoct 111111111t 
C.�. I hot � 

IOITI Tl Ll BS/AL Total Toh! (2.311) 
--------------------------------------------------------
Julr II 105,m 129,131m,m 522,151m,151 u 
h111t ID&,HI u.m 15,111 m.m m,m 21 
Septe�ber 3,671 1,761 tc,m 99,913 m,m u 
October 3,671 1,761 21,169 u,m m.m H 
lo,e�INtr D m.m H 
Dece�ber 0 m,m H 

Clo1ed 12/11 /II 
Ju 19 0 111.m H 
feb I m,m H 
lar 217 2,241 2,m m,111 H 
Apr 2,072 2.2H f,321 m,m n .., u,m 13,742 27,119 125,311 H 
JUI 2U91 u,m s,.m Hl,U2 )t 

--------------- --- -- ----------- -- --------- --------- ---- -------------------

fLOIIH C11. I hot � 
IOITI le�t ..., Total Total (2.311) 

------------------------- ---------------.. .. ------ ----- ------ ----- ---------------- -.. .. ---
J�lr II 311,142 Hl,112 m.m II ..,.., 241,UO UI.IH 111,112 27 
Septe�INtr 411,HT m.m 1,125,171 H 
October 111,519 IH,511 l,Ul,511 11 
lo,e�INtr m.m m.m 2,IH,H5 15 
Dece�ber 1,521 m.m m.m 2,521,151 Ill 

Clo�ed 12/11 /II 
Ju II 21,m 5,m 32,211 2,511,211 Ill 
feb 21.m 7,IH H,IU 2,m,m 112 
IH 21,111 121,m 112.m2,m,m Ill 
&pr 21,111 21,114 2,757,117 119 .., m.m 251,111 S,114,371 ut ,.. m,m m,m 3,272,111 IU 

-------------.. ---- ------------ ------------- ------------------- ----.... 

c... I hot 
Total Total (2.311

-------------- ---------------.,. -----..---
191,191 191,191 31 
314,921 1,271,127 55 
m,m 1,113,717 11 
191,197 2,111,941 Ill 
m,m 2,919,421 129 
m,HS S,311,121 IH 

12,210 3,151,131 m 
H,113 1,m.m 147 
m.m s,m,m m 
25,m s,m.m 154

m,111 3,IH,111 Ill 
297,HI f,IH,729 179 

..----.. -------- --- --------------- -------
Total m.m 141,896m,m 864,642 

I lut Zo�e 311 Ill 551 
Total 2,m,m 711,nt 3,212,117 

I hat lo�e Ill m 
I 4,IH,729 

I Galhlde 61 II 111 m I G�lblde m 191 Ill 
After Clome Cate• 

Pou�da: 15,696 11,m U,934 
After Clo�are Cate• 

Pou�d1: S51,945 m,m 411,321 
After Clome Catcb 

Pond� m,m 

1911/19 C08BIIID COIHICULHDIICIHTIOHL(UC3.408) 
I TAC fLOIIDA IT&C I UC 

Tl u BS/AL Total (UH) Neat lad Total (3.111) Total (UII 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------- ---------------

·~r COi TOT ,.m m,m 9,011 
IIC TOT m,m IU,196 456,961 

m,115 
164,642 

13 
2S 

COBTOT 
IIC TOT 

502,HJ 124,994 m,m 
2,504,150 m,m 3,272,117 

27 
91 

1,314,940 u 
t.m.m m 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GIU TOT m,m m,316 466,008 
l Meal lo1e 20I m m 

1,321.127 39 GHI TOT 3,007,511I.192,331 4,199,142 
I laat 1011 · 721 281 

124 5,S21,669 162 

l Gulhlde SI Ill Bl 241 I Gulhlde SCI 221 76l UBC : O.S - UNI 



mr meP mma ucnm 
(1911,',tl ~HLIWIUH "'~WRlleTH ,!u~ HCIIUTOl&L r,ubr•a:1 ilWJS;~n.~;MDf:l~. •~n) 

Uo1eWei1bt P:~1d1. iSl691·9U5ill/92l 

1991/92 COIIIICUL mm UH) 

!r.11 :~ntrw1 or 
.IIY81a 1 .• ... ',,\II, lo >I 3\.il!ITI :1,u11.111a '.\la, • ti•• 

T~~cl ~uula V~1I •'.aul ~u14l ~UQIIr,,iCII { 4 9011 ~ohl 

'"';: g! ;, ) ~ Ar-r11 ~I Hf, UI :n,1u ! :u,tn
!., l,H: 7%4 1,01 ),l~T ,,!H e,, ,U,ii, .~~.Dtl~ ~ IUOI r... 1 :.n ;g~ t.l22 ;,:SI ::,101 r-ia•• ", ~o, ,o,,:,? 6 H,OH ~ :~, 1: 1 
Jalf l,342 3iT 12.m 15,591 27,385 ;a1, 89 21.m m.m 1 39,831 )~Uc5
AQ.Cu~ l8 Util UGI :3,m 31,092 58,480 ~~,.,t n,m m,m T 64.917 m.;:: 
Secteabtr Il.TS3 T98 ;2.329 24.m 8U67 >ADt~ah~P -)~U28 m.m ?'9.l,17 ;~.'j. r·1 :1 ' l•e?n~~r l,:u 1, iOI 1,8~:J l,IOd -JJU.U~ Or.~,Hr m,6111 m.m :!T m.m mm .; 
!m �ber t,lG! 1.507 2,&12 93;'87 ~OHIOff iss,m !,m,m 20 m,m 1.m m 2: 
Dember m SO m 9U22 Ciceaber !,:94,Sta 2,m,m 45 1.134,151 U9Ul4 17 
J1HtrT :IZ lS !6 93,331 Ju~ar, 92 m,m 3,019,881 ~2 m,m l.ll<l,:J9 5J 
feDr1a11 U ,~, J3S ·1. r,tiraarr m,T4V J,,s,,,~o 67 l79,m :,m,m 59 
Ima ~ 33 ,l38 2 Im~ 95,220 3,311,no ~9 35,220 J,m,:o~ '.[ 

Totai 1! u,m j,174 H,m 93,m fml l,m,m 1,m,1cs 
S le�t u SU 5. S SU Shat 
I Gulf u :. a a.I l.S 2. T I Galf 31.3 

1991/92 ummomfQOOf&uo11 

Vlmtl %011 GULIWIDI
!I ~, IS AL CH. , ct IOITI som rLvllDt I of Beat· t -): 

!ohl Total Qaota Wt1t Ca1. Quota Boat ;Dt i,c :a 
(3.7011 Total (3.TOI) Total T~tll iJ. i•j!j 

lpr 51 273 1.610 T,813 T,m J lpr 91 m,m 231,HI I 239,295 m,m 
la1/Ju '.5.111 a,m 26.398 Sl,m 59,511 2 !11/Ju m,m m,m IS 423,50 m.m d 
Jal/Aat l25,m 2s.m 144,541 m,1aem,m 10 Jul/hf 2n,m m,m 23 m.m i,M.eOt ll 
Sep/~t 2Tm SG,189 54.194 1u,m m,m 13 Sep/Oct m,m 1,m,m 35 m.m 1,m,m 45 
lo,/Dec Jl, 402 33,402 539,HT H jo,tDtc 110,317 1,391,911 38 !U,m t,m,m 52 
Ju 92 0 m.m 14 ,J&a92 41,112 l,U0,153 39 48,192 1,m,:1i :J 
r,o 0 530,HT 14 P~b 47,30! 1,411,451 .~..~-40 H,303 U!8.m 
111 3 S30,IIT 14 !ar U41,153 39 0 ~.~~8.JS2 
... . .... --............ ....----·--- --- ,.__-......... ---...... .. .. ----------- -------------.. ... ,.,..______ ..-· - --------- --....... .. ----- ---····----- ........... ---- ... -- -..-.... -.". --- ---.. ...--

Tml ij 16U29 9&,12Sm.m m,m fetal 1,m,m 0 i.m,m 
I Vest ?.0 31.1 11.1 5U Uu\ 
I Galf u u u 13.% 29.3 I Self 13.1 

1mm COIBIIID co1uacm m (UC I.SDI)RJClllTIOlil 
IIISTIII ZOii 60LFIIDI 

!I L! IS lL I of fLOIIDl I of lead· t ~f 
Toul TlC l11t TIC Boat UC 

(Ulll {UGI) T~tal :s mi 
................------- --- --------··· ..---- -~ --------..............-·-....................................... -- ---- ------· ......................... ........ ·----------· -- - . -- ....................... . - ~ --..--
COi !OT iS l3,m S 174 s,,m 93,m t COi!OT l, 391,770 39 0 3,HS,!U 41 
UC !OT IEU2' H,m m,m 530,HT s ~IC TOT l,'87,458 lT 0 2,018,352 ~ 3 
mr TOT u 201,7~. 101,m m.u, m,m 1 GUI tOT t,m,m ST J s,m,m j~ 

I Weat u JU 18.2 SU l lut (ABC: 1.1 - !U~1(8.'.; 



m, 1moP 3Pws:: JAmm
11990/91)?mrmm ~Q!ll!c:&~ m UCiJ.l!:-:u.~dDIIGS,:111S/SUCiHrSSiJOH). 

ijholsh1cbt fa Pounda.'511G9MI;95i08/9%) 

:mm mmcm :.noT1 um 
WISTlll XOII 

!01!8 !I :! @S H Cui. l cf ~om MH!DA Cui. l ot 
·,UUWIDI 

i ,,., 
Mal ~otai ~uo~a 

1um 
- -- , .. -.------..... ............ _____ ··-----...-- ··----. ---------·-· ----------.---- --·.... --- ...... 

~!~i :out Mal Qao~• 
(U9B) 

----- -----··.... ...........---···-------····-·· rotal .........
,u1. 'lj,:>tJ

?ntal : m· ................. ....------ ----
!prt; i,) 1.HI UH 46,104 5U93 H.:9! ~pril 90 21US4 m,m 
!a7 :6 :i5 m 1,!08 sa.m ~,I~ Ja,S57 m,m 
\,~! u l 46 :!.H7 :Ju 1am m.m 
J1£lf 249 5,IU (.U90 U29 oz/:;~ Jolr 53 2:,m m.!o& 
ticun m zo,m 210 21,452 s.,m iu1ut 2?,525 m,m 
·,e~tubfr 2,051 m m l ,595 ~8' ::) Septetber H,8J9 417,m 
Cctober 65 1,m 31! 3i2 s,m ;3. '54 Jctober '.2U30 \10, 809 
10,eaber ;,S47 162 103 3.912 97.m ~o,uber :s:.m 723,032 
Oece1ber 407 m 3a,m 01,~aber m,m m.~93 
,!nU!f ~l 3 3 ~~.m Jumr 91 120,845 1.m,s31 
hbmrr 5 s 9s,m hbruur as,m l.767,513 
~Heb i6& :,m 1,m 2,Jet IH.m !m: !41,903 1,m,m 
--------·- . ---- --·--······ ............... ---.................... .. -···---------- - . - --. -- -· ---............. -------· .............................. ---··---

10 
11 
14 
:a 
%4 
32 
58 
59 
u 

..... ----·····- -.

275,W 2"5,: l 1 
l9,665 314.~12 
19,918 .'34,:11 
2s,m lSl,J~i.
50,377 1:1.m :1 ,.,3,134 5ti5.:;, .. 

:,U5! i'.l.;\4 " 
'1184,JH 120,W 
1--m,1ss LG~5.~06 ,l 

m,m ~, 7; 0 .. , ~ 4 :J 
ae,aao l,m,5H ~2 

150.207 l. v: ~, iO: 51 
--·-...................... - - -- - . ---- -

!obl 
I Nest 

S5 
u 

ll, ~34 
13.0 

J!,802 
33. 7 

53,m 
53. 2 

i•lO,m Mal l,ti!,US 2,m,m 
I 8u!t ~. Q 0. ij l.7 ~ .1 ~.Q I Gdf a.@ 

mo;n mumm~ (ijUUU Uijl/ ,mmm :m11 ,1m >TiJCjl 

NISflll 1011 Gomm 
!OITI fl ~l !S/&L :;1. I of !OITB fLOIID& I of i ;i 

Total fottl ~Qota Neat Cu. Qaota Cua. ~11,.ta 
(UH) Tou! (2.:91) To~d !~t. ! :~ ;3M: 

---------------------------------------------------·-- - ---- - -- -·- - . - -- - --- - - -- - - - - - - . - -- - - --- --. - - .. - .
1'GlU. H .. l, 6.D'I JI,, ,1111 -.IJ.,-.,u, 411r1" av ,l,IIV,llf f UV,r,ill _.,:,1,or• ~.;-1 .... )

!aJ m " •l,~11 3, lOT 11,111 u,m !11 IU,m m,m u m,eao m.m ll 
,cat m :.m t,m 11,171 ss,us Jue m,m m,m 17 13H'1 m.m '.~ 
JaU l,TU H,m ea, sot H,m uo,m Julr n 5S,09 111,m Z1 UZ,005 rn,Ha 27 
.i~(Ui 3,122 23,m 68.808 91, UT m,m !1 Aa1ut as,m 556,315 25 :a2,m 303,171 JS 
Sepie1btr 8,441 a,m u,m 34,152 m,m ;5 Septe�ber 144,m m.m 31 229,JIO Ui2 184 46 
Cietober U47 ia,m f9,0f0 u,m m,m !I October lt4,H1 941,ilO lT m.m ~.:a:.4:?j \6 
!on�,er m J.180 m 1,845 Ui,Ht II ~ftlbtr n,m m,m t2 97, !OT l,J5a :iG ~·} 

~ece�ber 542 1,180 m !,US m,m 19 Decttbtr 9U81 1,037,243 48 31,14' :,\15,7j5 64 
Jumr ~I 150 m m,m 19 -Jamr, ii 33,811 1,oea,m n 30,981 :m.m ~ij

,,oraar7 m 151 m,m 19 Jebmr, 38,Ill 1,m,m 49 3Utl l.S!7 !!! 
6,245 5,341 m,1u :g " hrcb 10~ !arch m,m 1,m,m S7 i92,S21 J,7!U?9 ·; 

--.--·.-- --... ....... - --- --- -----·--- ·-·--·--···-···----·-·-..... -··--~·-·-........ ... ................ .. --- -----·-----·-----------...... -- -------·-....... --- --... ---............................... -
Tctd 22.i31 110.sge 292. m 0 m.m Mal !.285.031 !.710.179 

t ~ .. , 5.2 26 0 SU u 
1 Galt u 6. 5 11.1 u 24.9 I 6df 75.1 

1mm coHim co111mm 1ucm ncnmom um 
mm• IOII mrm1 
~A IS/II, I of rr.otJD& .. ,,.,:

, ,Total !!C Wt1t ~!C :~ ,~., 
..----- --.... ...................................··--- ·-----·- .. __ ............ -.------ -------...............- - - .. - - - - - - . --·-------- __ -................................................ -- ...- ·-. - --

;0.1.!~'.· ;s :3,0H Bf.221 111,m 2 ~ow !~t ,.m.m ,a u ·uo 1 :aoa,au 11,,~,.aH,41: 1u,1u o 1111:Iii i,,u,,JI ll 1,7 0,179 1 Jl 
GHI!O? 22,m !Z3,IH 379,141 525,S27 13 ml m ;·,ioo·,~;3····················-•·····················
liott •• 2•• T22 •• 61 3,n5,381

'' •·• · •·• I ,u~ l!.BC: J.:i - ·,'.U) 

··-·-·-.

_-,;.. 



~oumopm1m ucum 
(J9U/Ul Putrmm cmmm UD 11cmmm ~mtR~, illlS/SIJC/IHSS/PDH). 

Wholeiiaicht!o Pog~d,. (SIGIHS;OS/21/92) 

Im/89 ~Clf!fiCUL U51)iQOOTA 

mm1 ~GIi mmor 
~OITI !I 1A fS !L c~,. l of !0m nom, Cua. \ of I.: 

Mal M.;l ~uota i1st ·:mt !o:al ~QOtl -:~,. ~~c ;a 
(Z.851; (2.851) !otal Mal ( 2. C.5~! 

.-- ---···----.. ----·. -- ........... --· .. ----- .-............---- ...............................................-- ---·-···-·-~-. ···------·--·------· .. ··-------·- .........................-·----· -------...---- .

Julr d8 U2 m 725 1.m l,U? Jul1 S@ i,m S.153 0 s,m ; 57i)
iqoat :n !SS 941 :.m 3,o;a ,.,u,t 6.213 11,121 0 7,954 :4.524 
Se~;e1ber UH 20T 308 .:,m 1,m Stpte�ber !O,m 22,241 I H,aJS z1.rn 
Oetober S, lDl 134 1,m IU34 :B, 129 uetober 11U60 Ut,104 ~ l\S,m '.tU33 
»cu1ber i, 178 261 c,m lU6S No,ea~,r m,662 m,m 9 1321101 27UH iij 
Cec~1ber 1,m 1.m :t,m Cece�iltr m,m 124,102 25 m,m Ha,'.l! '.6 
Jnm, 39 s: ~3 24.m Ju11ar,49 1,m,m 2,HT,929 81 1.763,UO 2.m.m 18 
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